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Revealed: High speed rail link could be built 
in Scotland.. BEFORE link north from 
Manchester 
Jan 26 2012 (http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/politics-news/2012/01/26/) 

A HIGH-SPEED train line could be built in Scotland before the completion of the English 
leg of the railway, Infrastructure Secretary Alex Neil has said.

The minister highlighted findings in a report published today that looked into the potential 
routes connecting Glasgow and Edinburgh to the line south of the border.

The UK Government has already agreed to work on a line from London to Birmingham as 
a first phase, but concerns were raised that Scotland will have to wait up to 20 years for 
detailed consideration.

Neil revealed the findings of the report, drawn up by Scottish Partnership Group (SPG), at 
a conference in London.

He said: "The latest advice from the SPG suggests that construction in Scotland could 
begin in the shorter term. We would not be bound by the timings of the legislative 
processes of the UK Parliament, or by the constraints of proposed phasing of construction 
in England.

"However, it is essential that we work together in this regard, and that any new line is 
planned according to the criteria and assumptions directing development in England."

Mr Neil said Scotland should be considered from the start.

"It is not acceptable to consider Scotland's requirements after the hybrid bill stages for 
London-Birmingham or Birmingham-Manchester and Leeds - that could be an entire 
generation away," he added.

The report, which was given to ministers yesterday, states: "An opportunity exists for early 
build of elements of high-speed rail in Scotland.

"Construction of at least some high-speed lines in Scotland need not wait for construction 
of the high-speed rail network in England to be completed."

It also describes the opportunity for the early delivery of an Edinburgh-Glasgow high-speed 
connection.
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The report authors said it is not clear whether a route north would start from Manchester or 
Leeds, so considered a range of options to link Scotland.

Three routes were considered, with one east of the Pennines from Newcastle to 
Edinburgh, one west of the hill range to Glasgow and Edinburgh, and a third described as 
a trans-Southern Upland route from Newcastle.

Criteria agreed by the group include the demand that trains must serve Glasgow and 
Edinburgh city centres and allow connections to the rest of the network.

Consideration was given to quick lines to the east and west of the Pennines in England, 
with the potential of a short new link between Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Routes that were investigated but not taken forward included a line in parallel to the east 
coast main line, which was considered to be too "twisting". Routes along the A68 and M74 
were dropped.

Westminster's transport secretary, Justine Greening, gave the go-ahead to the first phase 
of the network from London to Birmingham on January 10. The second phase aims to take 
the line north to Leeds and Manchester by 2033.
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ScotsWarHammer (http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/community/profile/?

UID=284944-ncms&plckUserId=284944-ncms) wrote: 

Aye ye see! Even the North of England is sick of London taking everybodies tax and 
spending billions on their own transport infrastructure and 1000's of jobs. E.G 
Felixstowe deep water docks, 53 billion on London underground, Fast trains from 

St.Pancras etc...oh yes Westminster been very good to itself with our Tax Money. 
 
FORWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRDDDD!! 
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does that mean the potholes will be fixed or made just redundant?
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alex neil - aye right
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How about building a direct rail link to Glasgow airport from the city center, this is 

what the Nationalist government should be doing.
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The speed at the moment is ok why keep trying to go faster?
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It be far better for INDEPENDENT Scotland to just export/import its BILLIONS worth 
of goods direct to and from Scotland and cut out the middle men doon south. 
 
FORWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRDD!!
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Airport to city center? hahahaha 

 
Aye that was another costly waste of money Labour idea just like the Edinburgh 
trams - all because Glasgow is holding the 2014 Games...a bit much for a few weeks 
of games eh? 

 
Thank goodness the SNP are Scotlands majority Government and everyone sees how 
much better they are than the same old UK waste of space parties are. 
 

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA 
 
FORWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRDDD!!!
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Never mind building anything please untill you fix the roads of my once beautiful 
capital city.I drove in the city centre today and the roads are nothing short of an 
embarrassment they are a disgrace. How can we expect to be taken seriously on the 

world stage if we cant keep our capital cities roads any beter than some third world 
country.The SNP had a very good chance of taken Edinburgh in the council elections 
but with the way things are through here i think another coalition is on the cards.I 
know im going to get the "Labour gave us the trams line "but that was years ago and 
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the project was given a thumbs up by Audit Scotland just before it went to the 
SNP/LIB D coalition.People through here are sick of the way the council are behaving 
and lots of people are fed up with them.Anyone who lives in or works in Edinburgh 

will know what i mean . 
 
Andy Edinburgh 
 

R.I.P Alex Eadie MP
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